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What's your Style??

Circle or underline what describes you! 
 
1) Is it your tendency to initiate conversation about the hard topics (O trait)? Or 
do you usually wait for your spouse to say something first (P trait)?
 
2) When in conversation, do you start speaking right away (O trait)? Or wait to see what your partner 
has to say first (P trait)?
 
3) If your conversation begins to get heated, is it usually your desire to stay and talk about it right
then and there (O trait)? Or do you usually want to walk away to gather yourself and your thoughts
first (P trait)?
 
4) When you are speaking, do you sometimes lose what point you want to make or miss the mark on 
saying what you really want to say (O trait)? OR do you get straight to what you want to say 
(P trait)?
 
5) In conversation, do you feel you are saying everything that pops into your head at the moment 
(O trait)? Or do you have a desire to think about what you want to say before you say it (P trait)? 
 
 6) In conversation, do you usually find you have so much to say you can't get it all out (O trait) or do
you find you have little to say in the moment your'e having the conversation (P Trait)? 

What's your style? Are you more of a "P" or an "O"?? _____________________________
 
Processor- Doesn’t say much.  When they speak, they get straight to the point and that’s it, no
details. Needs to time process what you say and time to think before they speak, May need time
before they respond or say their piece.
 
Orator- Speaks in Stream of consciousness, leads up to their point, gives a lot of detail, wants to talk
about things right then.


